
LEDScape  Wall Color Controller allows for smooth color 

control and dimming all in one. The Wall Mounted Version 

fits in a standard switch box. It operates with all DMX 512 

Drivers and decoders. You can set up to 3 Zones per 

controller and does not have any preset settings. 12-36V 

compatible. For smaller application order a handheld 

Remote for easy color control 

 

Color Controller

Project

Date Type

The LEDScape Series of color controllers are UL recognized and UL listed. With universal input voltage ranging from 120 to 277VAC, this series of drivers are 
designed for commercial, industrial and residential applications. Choose from Indoor to outdoor and specific dimming capabilities below. Please refer to 
the website for individual power supply datasheet at: www.ledscape.com. 

Wifi color Controller LEDScape  Wall Color Controller by Nicolaudie is aimed at 

architectural lighting installations requiring an advanced level of 

programming (color changing effects, specific colors etc). The 

controller provides a clean and user-friendly panel. Featuring an 

on/off button, 6 scene buttons and a color wheel, the controller is 

ideal for hotels, homes and public environments. With 1024 DMX 

channels, Wi-Fi for remote network control and scene calendar 

triggers, the CW4 model features many advanced features. USB 

programmable from a PC or Mac, up to 1 zone,  36 scenes can be 

stored within the controller and directly recalled via 6 touch 

sensitive buttons. 

Type   Enviroment  Series  

DMX       DMX 512 I      Indoor

Control 

DXC      DMX Controller

Series  Enviroment  

DXC  DMX Controller I        Indoor

Disclaimer  
The information on these pages are as accurate as possible, however LEDScape or any reseller of LEDScape cannot be held liable for any damages resulting from errors or outdated information. LEDScape reserves the right to modify the information without 
informing the customers. Check for the latest version on the Internet, the most up to date information will be published on www.ledscape.com. Qualified and Licensed Electrical Contractor must install the product. This product should not be used in applications, 
devices or systems where incorrect operation of the product may result in personal injury (includes emergency lighting) without written permission from LEDScape. If nevertheless used in such applications, devices or systems LEDScape cannot be held liable for any 
resulting injury. 

Controllers - Not Included, must be ordered separately

W    Wall Mounted  

Control 

WI    Wifi 

Color  

RGB RGB
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RC    Remote Control  

 Must be ordered with dmx driver (decoder) and is not a stand alone product.   

 Must be ordered with dmx driver (decoder) and is not a stand alone product.   

http://www.led-scape.com



